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Crypto-Currency Crash Revisited....And More  
 

 
It was at November's end 2017 that a warning was made in respect of Bitcoin, 
the lead-dog of the Cryptos sector, with a note on its close correlation with the 
FAANG stocks: 
 
"These FAANG stocks, like Bitcoin, have also captured the hearts' of the herd, to the 

extent that these five stocks alone have driven the major US indices higher, 
something to consider when you think about Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) as 
today's investment of choice.  

 
Bond-yields and precious metal stocks joined in the fun, the former moving higher, 
suggesting higher mortgage costs soon which will have an effect on house price 
inflation, whilst the latter lurched lower, perhaps confirming there are no safe-havens 
in which to hide currently, except cash of course, and even here there was an 

interesting reversal for a key currency pair."   
 
Three weeks later the Cryptos started to implode and within a further month 
the World's major stock indices started to correct. 
 
A February 2018 update provided a road-map for Bitcoin, whilst : 
 

 

https://investentmatters.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/30-nov-2017-bitcoin-faangs-1-1.pdf
https://investentmatters.files.wordpress.com/2018/02/2-feb-2018-2018-cryptos-carliion-and-the-common-denominators-1.pdf
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Also observing the common denominators to the Cryptos', Carillion and the 
wider markets......they are ALL very highly leveraged and rising interest 
rates are the enemy of leverage. 
 
The Cryptos year-to-date performance is not a pretty sight, bearing in mind 
that the majority of "investors" piled in towards the end of 2017: 
 

 
 
Interestingly, Bitcoin, which is still the lead-dog by market capitalisation, has 
out-performed, by only crashing by 56% versus the other main crypto-
currencies. Either way, crash is a fair word to use. 
 
So What's Next? 
 

 
 
As always, a chart reveals much, in this case a weekly bar chart of Bitcoin, 
observing the following: 
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 Price has made a "support-shelf" since the early February low, which 
suggests the importance of the $5700-$6000 range. 

 

 The 50-day moving average (MA) has crossed below the 200 MA, 
known as a "Death Cross," a very bearish sign unless it can be 
reversed. 

 

 A Fibonacci projection tool, which first measures the distance from the 
December 2017 all time high to the early February low and is then 
measured from the subsequent late February high, targets $3645, a 
further 45% fall and possibly more. 

 

 Finally, note how well our colour-coded Buy, Sell and Neutral signal 
panels have worked, which is currently on SELL. 

 
 
Global interest rates are rising and they are rising fast, followed by the 
World's Central Banks, as predicted within these overviews, whilst $US 
strength is playing havoc with Emerging markets, across all asset-classes, 
currencies, bonds and stocks. 
 
Our colour-coded analysis, in conjunction with the study of Fractals, Fibonacci 
and other tried and trusted technical analysis tools, will continue be applied 
across all asset classes, with the added important study of Socionomics, 
which provides a "peek to the future" by way of the collective social mood.  
 
We are here to help where needed, as set out within these pages.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Material contained within this website is for general information purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon 
by individual readers in making (or refraining from making) any specific investment decision. Investmentmatters.club 
and its staff do not accept any liability for any loss suffered by any user as a result of any such decision. Please note 
that the prices of investments can rise and fall sharply and you may not get back the money you originally invested, 
particularly where these investments are leveraged. 
 
The views and recommendations within this website are based on information from a variety of sources. Although 
these are believed to be reliable, we cannot guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information herein. 


